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Even with the noise and smell, the room seemed absolutely still 
and quiet, as if you could hear a bullet shell hit the ground with 
absolute clarity. After being in the installation for a bit, you 
started to feel claustrophobic and uneasy. The sculptures were 
hard to see, so you tiptoed around, hoping not to step on a land 
mine. The dramatic curtains and the spotlights made you feel as 
if you’d suddenly gotten stage fright in a one-person play. 

Yet moments of fantasy occasionally broke through the bleak 
surface. If you caught a wire chair from just the right angle, it 
glimmered. The canned apple-pie smell became a warming whiff of 
Americana. “Maybe I should have given the Bloodhound Gang a 
chance,” you might have thought to yourself. “This song is honestly 
kinda tight.” 

—Dan Allegretto

AMALIA ULMAN
James Fuentes 

To enter Amalia Ulman’s first solo show in New York, called 
“Stock Images of War,” you had to push aside a tall black 
curtain while listening to Rage Against the Machine and the 
Bloodhound Gang—the kind of aggressive rock music favored 
by someone who decorates a bedroom with posters of swimsuit 
models and smokes from a plastic bong. There were more curtains 
inside, completely covering the walls, and a few spotlights to 
illuminate the body of work that anchored the show—a series of 
spindly and wonky metal-wire sculptures. Air fresheners dis-
pensed a baked-apple-strudel scent. It could have been a torture 
chamber or interrogation room, or your own personal hell. 

Ulman’s sculptures are airy and light but almost feel treach-
erous, as they look like they’re on the verge of collapse and the 
wire they’re made from vaguely seems barbed. Each of these 
works renders a wheeled vehicle: tricycle, wheelchair, tank, 
automobile. While walking among them, you started to think 
about all the people a war affects: a child on a bike, a soldier in 
a tank, a wheelchair-ridden veteran. The sculptures benefited 
immensely from the show’s theatrical context. If you singled 
one out and imagined it without the surrounding chaos, the 
craftsmanship suggested something a Sarah Lawrence sopho-
more might have made for a 3-D assignment.

 Encountering means of movement under a banner of 
wartime art led you to reflect on the meaning of everyday life 
in a world constantly at war. The tabloids we look at, the music 
on the radio and the food we eat can all be seen as facets of the 
production of a generic and tacky military-industrial complex. 

View of Amalia 
Ulman’s exhibition 
“Stock Images of 
War,” 2015, at James 
Fuentes.

http://www.artinamericamagazine.com/
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Spread from Amalia Ulman's Excellences & Perfections (Prestel, 2018). 

Amalia Ulman’s Excellences & Perfections, 2014, a durational performance that took place on her Instagram account, featured the 
artist playing a young ingénue with the kinds of finely calibrated displays of taste we’ve come to recognize as typical of the pageantry 
of aspiration many people gamely engage in across social media platforms. By virtue of its placement on Instagram, the artist 
garnered attention for being a person she wasn’t, just as the rest of us do all the time. Every post in the work, along with public 
comments, was published earlier this month in a book by Prestel with essays by Hito Steyerl, Rob Horning, Natasha Stagg, and Rózsa 
Farkas. Here, the artist discusses her use of social media, making work with brand endorsements, and her Instagram 
performance Privilege, 2015–16. 

AUTHENTICITY IS AN EXPRESSION OF CLASS. Everyone that I’ve seen who tries to be authentic is very rich, and I’m 
working class. I’ve always had to deal with this romantic ideal of not needing money as an artist, which I think is based on the fact 
that most artists in America come from wealth. I think it’s very classist to denounce people who have to do commercial work so they 
can continue making art instead of working at McDonald’s. This is a very European-American thing. When you look at other places, 
like in China, they don’t have these biases against brands as much as people do here. I’m very interested in how different cultures 
approach such things, and I had to learn a lot of codes of conduct from living in the US and Britain that are very different from those 
in the culture I came from. It’s funny to subvert that. 
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Even with something like the color red. As someone from Spain, red is a leftist color and signifies communism and anarchism. If 
you’re red then you’re from the left. But here in America, the Republican party uses this color. My performance Privilege took place 
on the internet from 2015 to 2016, leading up to the 2016 presidential election in the US, which really was a part of the work because 
the piece was influenced by whatever was happening at the time online. I was using red a lot for other reasons in this particular 
performance because I was trying to look for things that supposedly defined me, and then seeing everything in red and blue during the 
campaigns and how differently those hues were being utilized, it was a lost in translation situation for me. The ambivalence that some 
might sense in my work comes, I think, from being foreign. 

I’m interested in playing with different platforms that aren’t really supposed to be in art, or be the art. With Excellences & 
Perfections in 2014, I started doing fictional work on social media because you’re not supposed to really make art in it, only promote 
work exhibited somewhere else. There is an expectation now that artists should be online and on social media promoting themselves, 
but that the promotion shouldn’t be the work per se. It felt like a requirement, especially as a woman, to expose oneself to sell the 
work in a way. I’ve also tried to undermine that expectation by making art with other social and commercial media, such as magazines 
and fashion brands, for Privilege. I did photoshoots for magazines like L’Officiel and Voguewhich were also later incorporated into 
my feed as part of the performance itself. Paid posts were part of it too, such as for Gucci. Some were real and some were fake, but 
they were all part of the same story I was creating. Gucci and Chanel were real, and then Prada and Miu Miu were fake—everything 
was mixed up, but the real ones look fake too. The character developed in Privilege was meant to be a caricature of myself, and there 
are a lot of ideas in that character that come from my own childhood. When I was a kid, I would go into characters, and just be a 
secretary or a businesswoman, for instance. I would sit on the kitchen table with my mother’s typewriter, a broken phone, and my 
pens, getting very angry on the phone. 

 

Amalia Ulman, Privilege 2/22/2016, 2016. 

Using a pigeon in Privilege was the most successful element of the whole performance. Pigeons are unremarkable, and I like looking 
at things that are almost invisible, then trying to make work about it. My first challenge in this vein was when I was younger and 
trying to make work about the working class of southern Europe. My British colleagues in art school were really not into it, because it 
wasn’t ethnic looking enough, so it wasn’t interesting to them. It was just boring. They were like, “You’re Argentinian, just make 
work about Argentina, Latin America is really cool,” etc. But I actually grew up in Asturias, Spain, and it’s just industrial, bland, 
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boring, and working class. Regardless, I wanted to work with that as material, and it was a challenge because it didn’t look like 
anything. The pigeon in Privilege, named Bob, was very similar in that sense, because I had no attraction whatsoever to pigeons, ever. 
So I thought this character needs to be a pigeon, that was the challenge: To make him cute, lovable, to make work about him, and to 
have this story with an animal that has zero charisma. I bought him for nine dollars—I had never actually touched a bird before in my 
life, and he was disgusting, pooping everywhere. But I kept him for two years, and the relationship changed. I fell in love with him, 
and that really affected the work, because then all the work was really made from the heart. People thought he was funny and 
requested more and more work about him. Changing a point of view is very prevalent in my work, or how something that we don’t 
care about, or find disgusting or scary, can become the total opposite just by learning its language. Bob was, in a way, this idea of the 
underdog, and that was a very prevalent concept in the public discourse during the election, so in turn he became the most important 
element in the piece.  

The tone of this project was comedic, as opposed to the tragic mode of Excellences & Perfections, and people weren’t vicious 
about Privilege as they had been with E&P. Privilege is the last work that I will ever do on Instagram, but both performances needed 
each other. Excellences & Perfections was easy to understand on the surface, since the easiest thing to get people to look at is a hot 
girl. Only by doing that first piece could I gather the audience to show something weirder later. It couldn’t have happened the other 
way around. 

The reality of my life during E&P was very, very different from what people were seeing on my Instagram. In the middle of the book 
between images from E&P are a series of letters I wrote from the Ananda Meditation Retreat in northern California, where I was in a 
forest, cleaning cabins, while online I was like a sugar baby staying in hotels. Most of the negative reactions I got for that work were 
from men that didn’t really understand the performance. Their ego made them not want to feel stupid and my work made them feel 
stupid. I can’t even believe that I got it done, because I had been in a bus accident right before and was using a cane and relearning to 
walk. I think seeing that piece through was some sort of coping mechanism to go back to normal, at least in pictures. I’ve used my 
body as much as I’ve used many other materials in my work, but the misogyny around me, and my work, is huge. Why would I be 
more respected if I were using someone else’s naked body in my work? I’m just a good actress, that’s all, but it has been very easy for 
people to assume that I didn’t know I was doing, which is a very common reaction to women. And now that the book is done, I’m just 
happy to be able to frame the work the way I want, instead of being analyzed by other people. 

— As told to Paige K. Bradley 
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Amalia Ulman!!
An artist who, for a 2014 project called “Excellences & Perfections,” used Instagram to create a 
fictional alter ego that fooled thousands of followers.!

!!!!



Ulman, pictured at the Hotel on Rivington in New York, learned pole dancing and faked breast 
augmentation surgery for her Instagram art project.!
NO FILTER Ulman, pictured at the Hotel on Rivington in New York, learned pole dancing and 
faked breast augmentation surgery for her Instagram art project.Credit Photographs by Nicholas 
Calcott. Still life: Marko Metzinger!!
AS A TEENAGER, I was so shy that I couldn’t articulate my desires to myself, let alone write 
them down. My mother used to open my mail, and I had no doubt that she would read anything I 
hid under the bed. So my diary became a way to pretend I was normal, to edit out the thoughts I 
didn’t want to be having. Eventually I stopped writing it. Now I just send long, confessional 
letters to a friend. I need an audience to make me explain myself.!!
But I’ve always loved reading other people’s diaries. Growing up I was drawn to the 
autobiographical novels of the Belgian author Amélie Nothomb, who wrote about her childhood 
in Japan and China, with some artistic license, in books decorated with images of herself as a 
girl; she happened to look just like me. And I loved the “Claudine” novels by Colette, written in 
diary form and loosely based on the author’s life as a sensual young woman. I liked the idea 
that the artist live whatever she preaches just as later, I would make work by putting myself in 
strange situations rather than inventing out of nothing.!!
It’s interesting that one of the forms women have been most encouraged to write was 
traditionally meant to be kept private. A voyeuristic pleasure of mine is to seek out diaries 
published online. There are websites that women use to record their experience of fasting — the 
way, for instance, they become very lucid in the first three days and then fall apart, unable even 
to hold a pen. There are blogs in which sex workers describe their experiences of particular men 
in diaries that are at once essential for their colleagues’ safety and surprisingly literary. There 
are forums for people transitioning genders in which they document the way testosterone 
changes their perceptions, or how, as they take hormones to transition into women, they 
become more emotional. One of my favorites is realself.com, where women can chronicle the 
process of undergoing cosmetic surgery in agonizing detail, step by step.!!
I’ve always used my iOS photo album as a sketchbook. Making the images public forces me to 
keep them in order, and stops them from getting lost in a jungle of folders that I would never be 
able to revisit otherwise. Among the still lifes and portraits, I take selfies — mostly to remind my 
later self of where I’ve been. But after being contacted by men who seemed to feel that they 
knew me from my photographs alone, I began to worry about my online presence, the lack of 
control I had over it.!!
And so the performance that I now call “Excellences & Perfections” began. I decided to fake an 
Instagram account to tell the story of a 25-year-old girl who was, in many ways, an absolute 
stereotype. The aesthetic of her feed was initially inspired by the Korean girls I saw on 
Instagram who seemed obsessed with beauty; they liked flowers, straightened hair, pale skin. I 
devoted two days a week to look for the right hotels to shoot in, buy clothes, get into character, 
take the photographs and return the clothes. Photoshop can only take you so far; to get my 
body into shape, I learned pole dancing.!!
I divided the project into episodes, phases in her story. In the second, “Amalia Ulman” had a 
break-up and — of course, as all girls do when they split from their nice college boyfriends — 
went crazy. I staged her relationship with a sugar daddy, her descent into drugs, the tearful 



breakdown and then the apology to followers. I was interested in the “fake natural” aesthetic — 
those #nofilter, #iwokeuplikethis images that, despite looking effortless, also happened to reveal 
people’s beautiful houses, high-quality white sheets, good skin and lives of leisure. I faked her 
breast augmentation surgery. When it came time to post the final sequence of images I had 
taken — in which the character returns to her loving family, finds a new man and pulls herself 
together — I was on a meditation retreat. I have never felt a stronger disjunct between my 
fictional and real selves.!!
Since completing the project, I have returned to Facebook as myself, posting the sketchbook 
images that I didn’t publish during the time I was the fictional “Amalia Ulman.” I post them 
chronologically but with a lag of four months: pictures of L.A. when I’m in London, for instance, 
or of spring when it’s winter. It’s a small rebellion — more a confusion, really — but also a way 
of pointing out the manipulation inherent to social media, the way everyone’s public self, even in 
the most honest diary, is a fiction.!!
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‘I Was Raised on the Internet’ Review: Binary 
Reactions to the Digital World 
Is the web an egalitarian tool with limitless potential or a vanity machine that severs real 
human connection? An exhibition at the Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago surveys 
artists’ reactions to the internet and the way it shapes our experience of the world. 
 
By Brian P. Kelly 

Sept. 15, 2018 7:00 a.m. ET 

Chicago 
 
With every step forward in human ingenuity, there have been technophobes warning that we’ve set the 
stage for our own demise and bright-eyed early adopters rushing to evangelize the newest fads. 
Guglielmo Marconi, inventor of the radio, felt the pull of both these poles. Worried about his creation 
and its uses, he once wondered, “Have I done the world good, or have I added a menace?” 
Unsurprisingly, the internet has not been exempt from this duality. Partisans have praised it as an 
egalitarian tool with limitless potential, while others have decried it as a vanity machine that spits out 
echo chambers and severs real human connection. Now the Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago has 
organized an exhibition that surveys artists’ reactions to the web and the way it shapes our experience 
of the world. 

“I Was Raised on the Internet” (through Oct. 14), curated by Omar Kholeif, includes nearly 100 works 
by over 60 individuals, ranging from more traditional media, like photography, painting, sculpture, film 
and video, to emerging forms like interactive computer works and virtual reality. The size and scope of 
the show offer visitors the chance to see household names in the contemporary-art world working in 
both familiar and unfamiliar formats (Douglas Coupland’s acrylic paintings; Trevor Paglen’s encrypted 
computer-in-a-cube), while introducing them to lots of new artists doing the same. 
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Douglas Coupland’s ‘Delaware’ (2016) PHOTO: DOUGLAS COUPLAND/DANIEL FARIA GALLERY, TORONTO 

Taking on a subject as freewheeling as the internet, MCA faced the challenge of how to organize the 
show, and the museum has broken it into five sections dealing with identity; translating digital space 
into the real world; surveillance, data collection, and control; immersive and interactive experiences; 
and corporate culture and consumerism. Many of the objects in the show could have been displayed in 
multiple sections, and the categories occasionally feel arbitrary, as do some of the items included. Cory 
Arcangel’s oversize ink-jet-on-canvas image of Adidas stripes, for example, seems to scream 
“Commercialism!” and not much else. All but one of the works were made after the turn of the 
millennium, and while the focus on the new is understandable, including earlier examples from 
pioneers in the realm like Roy Ascott would have provided some helpful context. 

Even so, there’s plenty worth digging into here, and the most interesting works are the ones that 
espouse the strongest belief in or worries about modern tech—the ones that transcend the curatorial 
categories and strike at the heart of what makes the web good and bad. 
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Installation view of ‘I Was Raised on the Internet’ at MCA Chicago with Laura Owens’ ‘Untitled’ (2016), left, and Oliver 
Laric’s ‘Sleeping Boy’ (2016), right PHOTO: MCA CHICAGO 

Heavily in the pro column is Oliver Laric. His “Sleeping Boy” (2016) is a reproduction of John 
Gibson’s 1834 sculpture “Sleeping Shepherd Boy.” Channeling pre-modern art history, where plaster 
copies of masterworks made it possible for viewers around the globe to glimpse the hand of 
Michelangelo or Bernini, Mr. Laric updates the practice. Using a digital scan of Gibson’s original, he’s 
re-created it with a variety of materials and a 3-D printer. At once classical and strikingly 
contemporary, the sculpture holds promise for the future of digital preservation and the ability to make 
reproductions inexpensively available to institutions of all sizes. One can see Mr. Laric’s piece as a 
counterpoint to works like Daniel Arsham’s “Future Relic” sculptures (not included in the show), in 
which cameras, Walkmans and other gadgets are portrayed as crumbling artifacts. The former 
enthusiastically revives the past for the present; the latter sees our technological breakthroughs in an 
Ozymandian light. 
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Trevor Paglen’s ‘Autonomy Cube’ (2014) PHOTO: TREVOR PAGLEN/METRO PICTURES, NY 

Rafael Lozano-Hemmer is far more suspicious of new technology. His “Please Empty Your Pockets” 
(2010) is a TSA-style conveyor belt on which visitors are invited to place their own objects. After they 
pass through a black box, they come out the other side and images of them are projected onto the belt, 
along with those of many other items that previous museumgoers had scanned and the machine has 
recorded. Mr. Lozano-Hemmer’s piece serves as a simple but potent reminder that we give up a piece 
of ourselves in the name of security. 

 

Rafael Lozano-Hemmer’s ‘Please Empty Your Pockets’ (2010) PHOTO: RAFAEL LOZANO-HEMMER/CARL & 
MARILYNN THOMA ART FOUNDATION 
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Not everything here carries a weighty message. A film pieced together from internet videos of cats 
playing the piano re-creates a Schoenberg composition, and a mechanized sculpture of an emoticon 
rotates, turning happiness ;) into sadness ;(. While undeniably influenced by the internet, these objects 
feel out of place in an exhibition that includes work like Mendi + Keith Obadike’s “Blackness for Sale” 
(2001), an unnerving eBay posting in which the author’s race was put on the auction block—complete 
with warnings such as “The Seller does not recommend that this Blackness be used during legal 
proceedings of any sort”—and whose echoes of slavery are unavoidable. 

 

Amalia Ulman’s ‘Excellences & Perfections (Instagram Update, 5th September 2014)’ (2014) . PHOTO: AMALIA 
ULMAN/ARCADIA MISSA 
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“I Was Raised on the Internet” can at times feel scattershot, but the duality of its subject is the one 
throughline that holds the show together. Where Juliana Huxtable has found the web a useful—if not 
always friendly—tool for expressing gender identity, Amalia Ulman was confronted with lust and 
violence when she underwent a months-long virtual “makeover” via her social media. In her video 
“Premium Connect” (2016)—part digital landscape, part hallucination, part history lesson, part 
anthropological interview—Tabita Rezaire proposes an internet that moves beyond bias. In contrast, 
Rachel Maclean’s film “It’s What’s Inside That Counts” (2016) imagines a postapocalyptic world with 
an underclass addicted to data and with hierarchies determined by social media presence and controlled 
by large corporations. MCA’s show is quick to point out that for every person who finds the internet 
liberating, another finds it oppressive; for every friend we find online, there’s a troll waiting to hurt us. 

 

Jon Rafman’s ‘Transdimensional Serpent’ (2016) PHOTO: COLLECTION MAJUDIA/MCA CHICAGO 

The centerpiece of the exhibition captures this double-edged nature of technology well. Jon Rafman’s 
“Transdimensional Serpent” (2016) lives up to its name. Viewers slip on VR headsets and take seats on 
a large fiberglass snake. Over the four-minute experience, we’re whisked through worlds both fantastic 
and familiar: soaring through treetops, huddled in a foreboding alleyway, surrounded by mystical 
beings in a desert. While not as shocking as Jordan Wolfson’s hyper-violent exhibit at the 2017 
Whitney Biennial (in which the artist bludgeons a man to death), it is nonetheless one of the most 
engrossing VR experiences I’ve had in a gallery setting. The journey is disorienting, sometimes scary, 
but filled with the excitement of feeling like we’re truly exploring these imaginary places—not unlike 
the internet itself. 

Mr. Kelly is the Journal’s associate Arts in Review editor. Follow him on Twitter @bpkelly89. 
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After her ‘cosmetically enhanced’ selfies hoodwinked the internet, 
the conceptual artist behind the Insta-scam of the century speaks 

out 

Text Trey Taylor  
Photography Dario Catellani 
Styling John Colver 
!
How would you feel if the last picture you double-tapped on Instagram turned out to be a 

booby trap? You might try asking the tens of thousands of people who followed the ‘fake’ 

social media account of Amalia Ulman, a radical conceptual artist whose work examines 

a post-#nofilter, post-Rich Kids of Instagram world where all social is aspirational and the 

self is something to be performed online. 

 

The idea of deconstructing the tyranny of smug social network bragging came to Ulman 

during a period of forced incapacitation. It was October 2013, and she was lying in a 

hospital in rural Pennsylvania after surviving a horrific Greyhound bus crash on her way 



from New York to Chicago, which left bones sticking out of her leg. “It was like a weird 

rollercoaster,” says Ulman of the experience. “Up and down – my mind was trying to 

erase it all. But I’m very good at dealing with trauma.” 

Thousands of miles from her family and friends, the 24-year-old had nowhere to turn but 

the comforting glow of a hospital-loaned iPad. Here, in her regulation patient’s gown, she 

began to sow the seeds of her latest project in a prescription drug-addled haze, as she 

Instagrammed a series of risqué selfies and snaps of her hospital-prescribed diet. 

In the spring of 2014, her thoughts crystallised with the launch of her Excellences & 

Perfections project, which she announced via a simple text-based image on Instagram 

stating “Part 1”. Taking social media as her canvas and ‘basic bitch’ selfies as her muse, 

she reinvented herself as an aspiring actress who relocates to LA and undergoes a 

series of cosmetic procedures in a quest to experience life beyond the velvet rope. For 

four months, she fooled her growing army of followers with her counterfeit luxury lifestyle 

as she fanned crisp $100 bills, flashed her embellished manicures and posed at her spa-

day downtime. The project climaxed with her cosmetic surgery hoax, which she termed 

#frankenboob. She counted down the days to her silicon gel implants in each 

consecutive upload. When the day finally came, she bound her breasts with the same 

kind of surgical tape used to treat her genuinely life-threatening wounds in hospital just a 

few months previously. Next she applied a flattering filter and published the discomfiting 

– and highly misleading – image to her online followers.

 



By bringing the commitment of hardcore method acting to her art, Ulman’s aspirational 

selfies raised serious questions of how images of beauty are used against women and 

how social media can manipulate our attitudes towards the female body. That might 

sound straightforward, but keeping 72,000 followers entertained on Instagram takes real 

skill. So how did she do it? 

On a pit-stop in London, Ulman suggests we meet at Sheer Bliss, a budget beauty salon 

in a weary east London brick building. In the flesh, the artist is slight and unimposing – 

she can’t be more than 5ft 5in. Wearing a simple beige button-down and crotcheted 

cardigan, she’s a far cry from the babelicious vision you see online – in fact, you’d hardly 

notice her if you weren’t paying attention. Settling back for a foot massage, Ulman 

explains her motivations behind her project. By exposing the gulf between image and 

reality, she says, her aim was to make people reflect on the artificialities and unthinking 

‘likes’ of online social interaction. “A friend of mine told me about this girl she knows who 

goes to luxury hotels to take selfies because that’s what goes on Facebook; that’s the 

new capital,” she says. “Better to have her selfie in an environment like that than just in 

her shitty bedroom.” In December of last year, Ulman neatly summed up the question 

underlying her approach on a panel at Miami Art Basel with Instagram founder Kevin 

Systrom: “How do we consume things and how do they consume us?” In this simple 

axiom – and woven throughout her nearly-nude selfies –was hidden a plain truth: even 

when you show it all, you reveal very little. 

The real Amalia Ulman was born in Argentina in 1989 to a Gen-X mum and tattoo artist 

dad, and grew up in Gijón, Spain. Most of her time was spent milling about the skate 

park or getting inked by her dad, until she picked up a camera. “I was secretly 

mesmerised by body modification when I was little,” she says, sipping a cucumber water. 

“I grew up in a tattoo shop. My dad pierced me as well when I was younger. Mostly I was 

just bored, I guess. When I was growing up I was an anarchist, whereas all my friends 

were communists. I grew up in an expat community and was always seen as the ‘other’. 

I was too utopian, too artistic.” That artistic bent led to her first solo photography 

show, Lost Between Books, featuring a model whose face was obscured by an open 

book. She bagged several local art prizes and eventually chose to study at 

London’s Central Saint Martins after Googling ‘art school London’. 



“Most of the people who got it were women. Men were like, ‘What? I don’t get it, she just looks 

hot!’” – Amalia Ulman 

Ulman’s work recalls that of other female artists who have gone to extreme lengths to 

explore perceptions of women in society. There’s French artist Orlan, who underwent 

(for real) a series of grotesque, Picasso-like body modifications in an emphatic rejection 

of the pressures women face to conform to an expected standard of beauty. And 

there’s Cindy Sherman, who wrestled back control of her body through her multi-

personality, staged self-portraits, in much the same way that Ulman’s work mimics 

unrealistic images of women the media spoon-feeds us. Through provocative, 

exaggerated selfies of her slinking down a dance-pole, Ulman critiques the pressures 

women face to achieve a dancer’s bod and what it legitimately takes to get there. She’s 

the first to admit it was a slog – twice a week for an hour and a half she worked the pole. 

“I had a regime,” she says. “I went to the gym, pole dancing classes, got my hair and 

nails done – it was hours and hours of work.” 

 

Ulman has other peers, like LA artist Petra Cortright with her YouTube self-portraits, and 

Alexandra Marzella, better known as @artwerk6666, who keeps her online viewers 

lapping up crotch snaps and nipple-pinching portraits. “I think they have the same issue 

that I do,” Ulman laughs of her friends. “Either people fall for them or feel really 

uncomfortable.” Together, this trio are shifting their body-positive, anticapitalist agenda 

closer towards their target market: generation selfie. “This is not a joke. This is very 

serious,” Marzella told us back in July, speaking about the intent behind her seemingly 

tongue-in-cheek dance videos. 

 

As Ulman’s project drew to a close, some of her Instaciples caught on to the fact that 

something was amiss. “Is dis real? Sooooo confuzed,” wrote one of her stumped 

followers. But she concealed her intentions to the end. She knew the project served a 

deeper purpose. Did she feel pangs of guilt that her following was buying in to this 

counterfeit dream? “Kind of – at the very end because it was so long; it was four months 

and it was like, ‘Come on…’ My aim right after I finished the performance was to 

contextualise and detox and explain what was really going on.” And when she did? 

“Most of the people who got the performance and were attracted to it were women. They 



really got it. They saw the amount of work it took to build up the body while men were 

like, ‘What? I don’t get it, she just looks hot!’” 

 
The future for Ulman is looking a little less bootylicious. She’s just wrapped her first solo 

exhibition in New York, Stock Images of War, at the James Fuentes gallery. Billed as “an 

immersive installation exploring themes of deconstruction, confinement, fragility and 

war”, the show presents a series of wire sculptures in a room filled with the cloying scent 

of baked apple strudel. But despite the real-world concerns, narcissism is never far from 

the surface in her work: “We need mirrors to learn our poses,” she writes cryptically on 

her website of the exhibition. 

As Ulman removes her feet from the bubbling bath, she takes another sip of her 

cucumber water while the nail technician starts to apply a clear gloss. It’s a more natural 

look than she’s been accustomed to lately. As her focus turns away from body image to 

the frontlines of warfare, perhaps it’s all the armour she needs. With her gaze no longer 

fixed on her iPhone camera, her work is beginning to speak for itself, even as her 

subjects become more difficult to grasp. “I don’t want to make things easy for people to 

understand,” she says. “The point is making something good.” Now that’s worth a 

double-tap. 

 

See more on Amalia’s projects on her website, and watch her “Buyer, walker, rover” 

lecture here. Her latest project, “The Future Ahead” is also viewable here 

 



hair Brian Buenaventura at Management; make-up Ralph Siciliano at D+V; management 

using M.A.C; nails Geraldine Holford at The Wall Group; photographic assistants Brian 

Hahn, Marion Grand; styling assistant Beatriz Maues; digital operator Andrew Lawrence; 

production ArtList NYC 
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